MEMORANDUM FOR ALL US ARMY GARRISON FORT HOOD PERSONNEL

SUBJECT: Deliberate Risk Management Garrison Policy

1. References:
   c. DA PAM 385-64, Rapid Action Review 10 October 2013, Ammunition and Explosives Safety Program.
   d. ATP 5-19, 12 September 2014, Risk Management.

2. Goal: To have Deliberate Risk Assessment Worksheet (DRAW), DD Form 2977, fully integrated and executed throughout USAG Fort Hood as an instinctive process for all phases of operations to include special events, public events and Ammunition and Explosives activities. By using the DRAW, decision makers can: detect risks before losses, quantify risks/hazards, provide risk reduction alternatives, encourage better management decisions, assist with greater integration of safety, ensure increased mission capability, and ensure risk decisions are made at the appropriate level.

3. Standard: In order to accomplish tasks to standards without injury to personnel and/or damage to property, leadership at every level will integrate safety and make risk decisions at the appropriate level. I expect every leader and employee to promote safety in all activities and operations daily by implementing and enforcing the use of the Risk Management Process.

4. Approval authority for acceptance of residual risk will be in accordance with DA PAM 385-30 tables 4-1 and 4-2.

5. The proponent for this policy letter is the Garrison Safety Director at (254) 287-3323.

JASON A. WESBROCK
COL, IN
Commanding